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SUPERCOMDUCTIMS CVCLOTKtTOS

H.G. Blooscr, D.A. *fhnson, and R.J. Burlcigh
Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Hi. 48624
and X.C. KittmannKuid J.R. Purcell, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonnc, 111. 60i«39

Abstract

Superconducting cyclotrons are particu-
larly appropriate for acceleration of heavy
ions; this p»por reviews design features
of a superconducting cyclotron with energy
HHO (Q 2M) HeV. A strong magnetic field
(4.6 tcsla average) leada to small physical
size (extraction radius SS en) and low
construction costs. Operating costs are
also low. The design is based on establish-
ed technology (from present cyclotrons and
from large bubble chambers). Two labora-
tories (in Chalk River, Canada and in East
Lansing, Michigan) are proceeding with
construction of full-scale prototype com-
ponents for such cyclotrons.

1. Introduction

The idea of a superconducting cyclotron
was explored at HSU in the early 60's^but
was laid aside due to unreliability of
conductors then available. In 1973 a re-
newed study of superconducting cyclotrons
was undertaken by a group at Chalk River
under Vraser." After preliminary explora-
tion Fraser's group concluded that the evolv-
ing superconducting coil technology wai
such that a cyclotron constructed using such
a coil would be a major economic breakthru.
HSU studies were reactivated in the fall of
19733' and at the saiae tine studies were in
progress at the Laurence Berkeley Laborat-
tory.4' Both the Chalk River program and
the Berkeley program are described in follow-
ing contributed papers and so This paper
will be devoted to discussion of results
obtained in East Lansing.

Superconducting cyclotrons as pre-
sently planned combine a superconducting
main coil with room temperature trim coils,
rf system, vacuum tank, etc. Such a cyclo-
tron is then fundamentally the same as
present isochronous cyclotrons but with much
higher magnetic fields («-5 tcsla). The
superconducting main coil is similar in size
and style to the coils used on a number of
large bubble chambers. The oldest of these
bubble chamber coils5' has now been in
service sine; 1969 and has proved to be
extremely reliable.

The relative absence of published
literature on the superconducting cyclotron
Means that there is much to discuss; this
ia in conflict with the stringent page
limit for the conference proceedings.
Viewing this problem I have decided to use
most of the alloted space for graphic mat-
erials, so that the paper is then doninantly
a collection of figures and captions,

"Supported by National Science Foundation.

intended to be concisely intelligible to
the expert but probably difficult for the
casual reader. Terminology and symbols are
used without definition but in accord with
normal cyclotron use (r,x,py,pr, eye. units,
etc.). Proceedings of earlier cyclotron
conferences are referred to for definitions.

The goals of the superconducting cyclo-
tron program in East Lansing are at present
rather general—we are trying to look at
designs appropricte for a variety of differ-
ent cyclotron applications, including both
use as a stand-alone cyclotron a?"* us« »* «
post-accelerator. Tor the later we consider
both large tendss* and a preceeding cyclo-
tron as possible tint stage accelerators.
In June 1975 we were authorised to proceed
with construction of a full-scale prototype
magnet for such a cyclotron.

2. Cyclotron Basic Structure

A coil, cryostat and refrigerator for
the prototype magnet are being constructed
by Argonne National Laboratory under Contract
#31-109-38-32511*," and will be tasted at
Argonne at full field before being shipped
to HSU. Figure 1 is a photograph of a con- *
ductor sample and conveys the compactness
of the stabilized NbTi conductor. Conductor
will be wound helically on a main coil
bobbin; "picket fence1* spacers between lay-
ers provide 50% face cooling of the con-
ductor via direct emersion in liquid hcliua.
The coil bobbin after winding is welded shu*
and becomes the helium vessel which is in
turn installed in an annular cryostat as
shown in Fig. 2. The total heat leak includ-
ing both radiation loss and conduction
losses thru leads and support members ia
estimated at S watts.7' Helium for th*
eryostat will be continuously supplied fron
a 500 liter storage dewar which will in turn
be periodically replenished from an adjacent
refrigerator (CTI Model 1H00 with 2 com-
pressors) .

Two possible arrangements for the
major mechanical features of th* cyclotron
are shown in Fig. 3 and 1. Many features
of the two figures are independently inter-
changeable i.e., 3 sectors or H sectors,
circular yoke or "cross" yoke, forgings or
plates for the yoke, single dee stins or
double dee stems, etc. The small insert in
Fig. 3 shows a central region layout for
a stand-alone cyclotron. For this config-
uration the central hole in the magnet is
filled by iron plii:;?, the dees extend to
the center and multiple ion sources, used
one at a time, inject particles into one
or the other of the 3 decs in the fashion
of the Karlsruhe cyclotron.

Proc. 7th Ir.l. Cent, on Cyclotrons and tlieir Applteat»»» (HirLMustr. t a s r l , I'JJS). p. S81I-5'M /
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A coi l , er^ostat and refr£££r«:or fer
the prototype ssagnet are being w»»tr«e?9S
by ArRenise 8!atic«a| t«abaracory ««d«r Cffhsra
f31-l®9-3S-3ni!.,«' and will t;« S «Sft «-.
Ar£«n»» «c full field bsfor* b«ihg »h£̂ pt-c
to KSW. ftf»«re 1 £x « ph»tegr«ph 'ef * JIB-
<tseter «ss^Je $n$ convey? ?fee ss3q»ff;»?s*
of the stabilised MfeTi esR2iass-»r. Csas-ieM
will fee «a«ntJ hdlicjmliy sr, * »«in jcii
ttsbltiR; "pistiei fence* spacers &c:v«e» s«y»
«rs proves <%9% fact eeel£ng a»# is« *««-
ductcr via dSf%et CRersi«» in %î s££ h« ;£•«»
T!'it e»il bs^itin after wistding £t v**i£iJ ,ŝ -.;
and bses^^s the hetl£ti» v«r$9«l vft£ift i s £»
turn installed in an annular cry«s;;s&£ «s
•hewn in !*££. 2. The tox«l h l f e i
ine both radSr.tion less ftfitl
lostcs thru leArfc afn*,*«p?ar«
estl^tted at & vat ts . 7 ' KnliuM fter
cryostat will ta co?itim<ously s«,-f
« $0(1 lit^r sterase dtwtr itfiich wil.'.
be pcrioaieally replenished frss sr,
refrlecrater (CT1 Kadel l«iQg with 3
pressors).

Tw» possible arr«n£«i%ants for
aajor leeehanical features cl the
are shown in rir,. 3 and *. Many
of the tu» figures are iatfepentisfttSy i»;er-
chanscfible i . e . , 3 stetors or <• »*c:sr5,
circular yoke «r "crcis" yoke, Corelngs or
plotee for the yoke* single dee ts*s« or
double dee ste*nt» ete. The snail insert in
ri£. 3 shows a central region layaut for
a stand-alone cyclotron* i'cr this config-
uration the central hol« in the *j£m;: i s
filled by iron plvif4s, Sii>: tteos extend t&
the centor and cmltiplc i»n sourcu-9, u.jcd
oiw at a tir,f, inject particles into one
or the other of the 3 dees in the fashion
of the Karlsruhe cyclotron.



Tig. 5" «hcr.»s <J'?t«iilr of .t tifi:;:;jli)<:
l t i p cveex-try and »•»«.• «sjeul.u>-»l is.u;iit?t
e l d for- t h i s &«:»!?.*• t r y . Tim IMTJCJI.I! itm:.

•use the "unifora ii" i
vith a saturation li»1<I BUtmuUi of

7*0 tesla. In two dissensions, calcuiatSoiti:
of title type agree quite accurately with
relaxation calculations ax the field levels
relevant here (fully saturated Jtois). We
•RSIUM* such calculations to be similarly
reliable in three 'dimensional asinuthal
varying structures such as will be involved
in the cyclotron.

The dita in Fig. & are specifically
for a four sector field. (The nature cf
the calculation is eucli that the average
field dees not <Je;m;ni en tiie frostier of
sectors {utsvid::;j"< •!'- fractional sector
width in fcfc|»t the case.) Generally in our
studies we are IcefcSstj! as botH three and
foai* Rector fsesasirises fcus aws* of the
results presented herein nre few she four
scoter field. CeRptitatiens !:«r thre*" dec tern
are nee as far advasseed l?«t are trcifl,', woriced
on extensively. ($&f.£»inB relative advan-
tages of the two chaice* «s knewn at this
tinw tends to favor tha three sector e«o-

Acceleration studio;; 1) in tb(* dcsif.ts fic2t!
(the Hall de«.*K in phusc" c-ut'VL* of rip. 7)
and ?) with a variety at ostoi:;, i . e . 1
dec phase shirte<l by i ° , <« *JH voltage
,eri"or in the r^ system and The outer nap.netie
rine (th i t l l ) d i l d

The (wijsnet catevlasians include cesi-
f t s the field for 4 set of triM coils
with e«c»«try *!i S" rtg. 3 and then using
these trio ceils in * i'ittinr, pregrae \u
pvtAatt f*3thi-«:̂ '»(.; AverAKe fields, fie*
& stmvs « typical r«r.ult for such fi fitted
field cc«}»arcd «:s,'i she isochronous field
*nd Table 1 givnt' restiltr. itf trim coil
?«wer fi«» * fi«r>*.'*r of cjsct! «ticn$ of
this »:£nct.

As descritiad }>r«v£ouslyta' fields such
*% considered Her* «re characterised by
both a bending lissif «nd ,t fcc"j:;«inf4 limit.
Titcse limits Arc plotted for the fo-jp teeter
.f£«l(t in Tie. 6. The focussing linit for
the three sector Haiti is appi'oxiiMtely 10%
hither.

The orbital frequency,the g
?.'i«ld« th« turn nunber *ni the turn number
times h»v»onic H«S!>CI- are civen in l i e . 7

versus Q»"A. (The ien is assuiwd to be
running ct i t 1* aaxiftnn energy with the
dees ojicratinc at their full 100 kV level . )
Curves *re ttresenced for both three sector
•nd four sector ri system. Over the
interest ins ranf.e of Q/A t-)./5) the turn
number i s substantially lover than in the
present generation of cyclotrons and sinfilo
turn extraction should therefore be feas-
ible even tdth the somewhat More diffuse
beams expected for heavy ionn. (Tor a
stand alone cyclotron we would break the
turn nunter f.r.iph into a set of fixed orbit
ficometry croups whereas a booster would
bo o|<cratcd at full voltaf.o at a l l t ines.)

Fif*. 8, 9 and 10 show results of

_ (the inner cryostat wall) displaced
by 0.8 ess. The design is relatively in-
sensitive to such errors which is primarily
a consequence of the Batching syoinetry of the
rf system and nagnct.

3. Injection

When the cyclotron is utsed as a
booster accelerator,injection and capture
are accompli sited by change of charge state
in an internal stripping foil. T.v.c- bc&ir.
fron the previous accelerator must thosi
be sufficiently rigid to push its way ir.ts
the stiagnetic field of the booster eni
beyond the center so as to natch sisosthly
to a closed orbit after the charge chcr.ee.
This leads to an "injection liniv" OR the
energy c«*n of the booster—for a har<S-ed£*,
asinuthally syeraetrie rtagnetic field this
limit is given by:

E|,/Ej<{l-JQf/«}j)
? (l)

The behavior of such a system can bs inferred
using the approximate forcuila of Bets?) to
estimate the charge after stripping. Curves
of Q vt E M obtained in this way arc £iven
in Fig. 11. A helpful feature of the strip-
ping process is the approximate JL'/n iepcr.-
danco which Beans that rigidity 3p(ss»/3")
after stripping is rather independent of
energy.

A further requirement on the injection
system is that ions enter from a reasonably
convenient bean transport system, i.e.
preferably that injection trajectories cone
fren a single eeimon steering magnet at the
outside of the cyclotron. Also, the internal
stripping foil must be well away from
acclerating gaps. To determine the injec-
tion line location a survey of all possible
foil locations is useful and i* shown in
Fig. 12. A fixed vertical line in tnis
"figure shows the asimuthal range of requir-
ed entry, points in order to hit a foil at
• fi>!̂ d angular legation. ATRorizontal
line in the figure sr.Q'.'s the range of foil
location angles ncee>d to catch a sinr.le
external entry point. " The sens* of the
magnet spiral has great influence c. these
contours ("along the spiral" is illustrated
by the arrangement in Fig. 3—"against the
spiral" by the arrangement in Fig. M).

The Fig. 12 data imply foil locations
too close to the accelerating gap when a
tingle external entry point is assumed;
two entry points were therefore introduced
which then group the injection paths as
shown in Fig. 13 when injecting from a 25
.HV tandem. (For light ions charge states
are assumed to be reduced to lower than



equilibrium values in the tandem terminal
'-' by lowering the ca!* pressure in the stripping

c«-ll, a process which has been experimentally
tcr.tuti at Chalk River.10') rig. 14 is an
fxpanded view of the family of foil locations
from rig. 13 and establishes the range over
which the foil positioning mechanism must
operate. Fig. 1$ is similar to Fig. 13
except with an assumed 13 MV tandcis as the
injector. The striking similarity of Figs.
13 and 15 reflects the constant rigidity
character of the stripping curves in Fig.
11. When the previous accelerator is assumed
to be a cyclotron the family of injection
orbits is much more homogeneous than indi-
cated in Figs. 13 and IS since frequency
matching of the cyclotrons requires that
injection always go to the same radius
equilibrium orbit irrespective of wha:: ion
is injected.

Fif,. 16 shows the optical character-
istics of the injection path. The calcula-
tion was set up to find the phase elipue
at the field edge which would focus to a
2 mm diameter circle at the stripping toil.
The required elipse is seen to be compact
and linear. In addition an energy shift
would have essentially no affect on the;
process if the injection line is dispersion-
natched. Runs with an axisl ellipse gi«e an
even no.e compact phase space figure (7 mm

' \ in transverse width at the field edge).

A crucial clement in the stripping
injection system is a foil magazine and :
a foil insertion mechanism. We have worked
out a design for a foil isassi^ne11' whici
mounts along the magnet axis with insertion
of new magazines thru a vacuum lock from
the top and with a slide-projector-likc
nechanism at the bottom to pick foils from
the oagasinc and place them in any of the
Fig. 1|; locations. Some details of this
mechanism are shown in Fig. 17. Used fo;.l
frames fall to the bottom of the cyclotron
and must be occasionally removed, again
through a vacuum lock. From existing da1.-a
on foil lifetimes it appears that this
nechanism will be totally adequate.

H, Extraction Studies

Extraction from a superconducting
cyclotron is inherently difficult as a
consequence of the strong magnetic field.
A major criteria in arranging the basic
coil and iron geometry is then to provide
a sharp edge on the field so as to facili-
tate extraction. With reasonable step;;,
field edges such as indicated in Fig. S
can be achieved and extraction can then be
accomplished with a variety of devices.
A survey of a number of likely devices is

~ shown in Fig. 18 which is a polar map of
) central rays, l'he weakest workable system

"' (morc-or-less) is a pair of electrostatic
deflectors operating at a luO KV/cm. The
(strongest is an electrostatic deflector

followed by a superconducting magnetic
shield which gives B=0 in the internal region
of this shield. 12) The several systems in i'ie,
18 lead to a major difference in beam quality
as a result of the very different path
lengths in the fringe field. This is shown
in Fig. 19 which shows the radial phase
space distribution at the field edge from
a 2 mm diameter circle at the deflector
entrance. The two electrostatic deflectors
give a very broad distorted beam profilo
which would be essentially impossible to
refocus in a later optical system. The
superconducting shield tube on the. other
hand leads to a fine pencil like bean with
excellent optical properties. The several
intermediate devices are based on a mag-
netic channel identical to the present
MSU channel for the weakest and with scal-
ing of this device for the two stronger
cases. The strongest of these is clearly
the most attractive on beam optics and
is based on a doubling of the current and
a halving of the r.cale parameter of our
present channel (which can only be accom-
plished with superconducting windings). Our
first choice extraction system is then
the superconducting shield—if difficulties
develop in this we will shift to an active
superconducting coil designed to yield the
1.6 tesla, 1.0 tesla/inch parameters.

To obtain more experience with super-
conducting shield tubes we arc at present
in the process of installing such a tube in
one of our existing beam transport systea
magnets so as to explore alignment techni-
ques, beam protection, etc. A superconducting
shield tube has been loaned to us by Stanford*
for this purpose—this tube is shown in
Fig. 20.

5. System Performance

Fig. ?1 shows the energy per nucleon
vs. mass number when the superconducting
cyclotron is used as a post-accelerator
for cither a 13 MV or 25 MV tandem. Foil
stripping is assumed in all cases at the
cyclotron injection point and curves are
given for both foil and gas stripping in
the tandem terminal. Uotc that foil
stripping in the tandem terminal is advan-
tageous only for large values of A—for
snail A, foil stripping in the tandem gives
too high a charge state and total system
performance is then limited by injection
per Eq« (1). At very small values of A,
the gas cell also gives too high a charge—
cell pressure must then be reduced to
maximize the intensity of the desired sub-
equilibrium charge state. With cither
tandem, the energy per nuclcon is seen to
be well above the Coulomb barrier and a
broad spectrum of important research topics
is ojfcn for exploration.

Injection from a proceeding cyclotron
is basically more complicated due to the



need for synchronous operation of the rf
systems in the two cyclotrons. An immediate
result of the synchronism requirement is
that the second cyclotron must always func-
tion as an energy multiplier with the
multiplication being determined by the
ratio of harmonic numbers and radii,
i.e.

Ej/E,=(h./h2) (rj/r^) (2)

(assuming that both cyclotrons operate with
the same rf frequency so that all "buckets"
are filled). It then immediately follows
from (2) that the final energy Ej is given by

Ej/A = (hj/hj) (rj/rj) KjtQj^/A) (3)

Note that the Q and K in the second cyclo-
tron do not appear in (3). Rather they are
fixed by the separate condition

= (h,/h,)2 K,(Q,)2 (M)

If this condition can be satisfied with
Q?=Q> operation can be at maximum intensity.
This night however require K? greater than
the maximum K; which is not possible. Q2
must therefore exceed Q and it is then
necessary to pick Qj in the fringe of the
stripping distribution at the expense of
reduced intensity. These factors arc grap\-
ically illustrated in rig. 22 which includes
in each section two sets of curves, one
giving the maximum enargy per nuclcon per
Eq. (3) and the other set indicating the
intensity loss where operation off of peak
charge is necessary.

At the left in Fig. 22 are curves for
a pair of identical MUO MeV cyclotrons with
harmonic ratio of U. The maximum energy
curves for present source technology
(charges 6 or S) fall mostly in the peak
intensity region. However if one looks for-
ward to future source improvements (charge
10 or 12) the curves fall in the reduced
intensity region and performance would be
severely hampered. A larger first cyclotron
such as indicated in the middle section of
the figure substantially alleviates the
problem or shifting to a harmonic ratio of
three (the right hand curves in Kig. 22)
also alleviates the problem although at the
expense of reduced energy for a given
initial charge state.

5. Conclusion

The superconducting cyolotron is a
compact economical device for accelerat-
ing heavy ions. Adequate solutions to all
design problems seem to be available. This
will be confirmed as construction projects
move forward.
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Fig. 1.—Sample 1000 ampere main coil conduc-
tor. Cu stabilization bar L i mm thick x
9 nun wide. NbTi filaments in 0.8 mm x >> mm
insert.
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fig. 2.--Schematic diagivn of the superconduc-
ting coil and cryostat. Winding active area
has 60" inner diameter and ±1."5" spacing from
median plane. Amn-turns=2x(2,360,000).
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Fig. 3.— Horizontal and vertical section viewa of a
three sector superconducting cyclotron arrangement
with a circular yoke. Each dee has a single stem.
TJie small insr-t shows aa alternate central region
arrangement for an internal ion source.
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Fig. 6.—Bending limit and focussing limit
for the HSU-III field. (See ref. 3 for
discussion of limiting phenomena.)
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Fig. 8.— Displacement from closed orbit
for particle accelerated by spiral dees ir.
MSU-III field. "De*s in phase" curve—
precession effoctr. are small, rhass error
(5°) on one dec gives precession ar:.ili-:\;j-i
of O.S Wn if starting position uncharged.
Corrected by shift to starting position V
as indicated. Integers give turn nurr.bcr.

Fig. 7.—Maximum energy/nucleon vs. ion Q/A.
(repeat of Fig. 6). Also magnetic field and
particle orbital frequency fn at maximum
energy <fo

 3 S freq. for Q/A=I and <B>miy>-.).
Also number of turns, n, and product with
harmonic number, nh, for rf systems of Fig.
3 S 4 with 100 kV por doe.

Fig. 9.—Sane .-JS Tig. 8 but with one dee
rained in voltage (5%) and others lowered
(1.6t). Precession amplitude of 1 mm is
induced. Corrected to O.S mm by shift to
starting position 0'.
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Fi£ 12.— Azimuth at which injected ions enier
field vs. stripping foil azinrjth.

orbit tanccntial to cio..cd orhit , i . e . Af
stripping x̂ pv̂ O for most probable charge
Ei>er£yi<Q*l)s?:5 KV. Against spiral ?l !Bl
etc . not captured.
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Fig. 10.— Sane as r ig . 8 but with the 1" thick
inner wall of cryost.it displaced 0.8 nun. i're-
ccssional an;>litudc of S mm i s induced at Q r

£ l .
This can be corrected by harmonic c o i l s or by
careful centering of the cryostat wal l . Shit'i-
inc the main co i l products a similar resu l t .
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Tig. 13.—Polar plot of injection orbits for
a variety of ior.s from a 2S KV tandem. Th«;
foil azimuth has bscn shifted to group the
accelerated particles into two injected beani
lines. After-stripping 0
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Fig. 11.--Equilibrium charge from stripping
foii for various elrmunts vs. energy. The.
Wished fcJii line corresponds to constant
i. tgnetic rigidity after stripping.

Fig. li|.~Kxpando"cr;vie« of foil locations
for orbits shown in Fig. 13. (Further
optimization would group the foil locations
symmetrically about the hill center.)
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Fig. 15.—Injection scan as in Fig. 13 but
with charge states and energies correspond-
ing to 13 MV tandem.
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Fig. IB.--Survey of possible extraction systems
for four sector MSU—III field. All systems
have initial lie kV/cm electrostatic deflector
located in a valley and five different options
for a following electrostatic or magnetic
device as indicated by the coded curves.
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Fig. 16,—Radial phase space around one of
the orbits from Fig. 13. The area shown
focusses to 2 mm diameter circle (cyo. units)
at the foil. The dashed curve shows a similar
group with energy shifted by 0.1% and shows
that dispersion matching on the injection path
will be easy to accomplish.
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Fig. 19.—Radial phase space distribution
after passing through the extraction systems
of Fig. 18 (initial conditions are 2 mm
diameter circle).

Fig. lV(loft).—Mechanical drawing showing
details of the vertical'stripping foil maga-
zine and horizontal foil insertion arm.
Foils can be positioned over the full range
shown in Tig. It. Foils are inserted in
50 foil magazines thru a vacuum locK
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Fig. 20•--View of super tube
test section on loan from St.
Lorant of SLAC. Shield con-
sists of multiple 50 pm lay-
ers of Hb3Sn. Beam tube has
16 mm clear inner bore.
Shielding tested to 4.5
tesla—being prepared .for
beam interaction test.
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Fig. 21.—Energy per nucleon vs. mass number for accelera-
tor systems consisting of 25 MV or 13 MV tandem plus
superconducting cyclotron. Solid curves assume most prob-
able charge in tandem terminal and at cyclotron injection
and include focussing limits and injection limits (sub-
equilibrium charge states are allowed in the tandem ter-
minal when gas stripping is used). Lower dashed c u r v e -
conservative (reduced tandem voltage). Upper dashed
eurve—tnergy if operation is at the half intensity point
on the stripping distribution in both tandem terminal and
cyclotron (giving total intensity reduction of x'-O.
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fig. 22. Energy/nucleon vs. mass number for cyclotron-cyclotron systems. Cyclotrons
designated by bending limit and focussing limit in MeV and radius in meters, i.e. <H»07
ISO/.62. Locked rf systems (with frequency ratio and harmonic ratio as shown) gives
energy limit fixed entirely by the charge state in the first cyclotron labeled Qi=6, etc.
When the charge state needed in the second cyclotron exceeds the most-probable charge,
operation is at reduced intensity as indicated by the contours .8, .4, etc. Equal cyclo-
trons with harmonic ratio of t (left) do well with present charge states (Qi=6-6) but likely
Source improvements (Qx=10-12) lie dominantly in the reduced intensity region. This problem
IE cured by a larger firnt cyclotron (center) or by changing harmonic ratio to 3(right).


